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Global Studies | Mātai Ao
A uniquely interdisciplinary and interdivisional programme that prepares students to face the challenges of 
globalisation and make a difference. It combines regional knowledge, language and cultural competencies, and a 
special area of study to equip our graduates with the necessary skills for a globalised environment.

Otago Global Studies’ key guiding principles are: 
1. Global Citizenship: rooted in language literacy and cultural understanding
2. Applied learning: based on student-driven projects and internship/practicum 
3. Mentorship to guide students in their disciplinary and regional course selection within the chosen employment 

pathways

This is a course of studies ideally suited for a double major especially in the BA, but also in the BASc and BCom. For 
those who can/want to commit to a longer period of studies the Double Degree with LLB is another option.
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The Major structure includes three components:
Core (GLBL) papers
GLBL101, GLBL201/301, GLBL202/302, GLBL303 or HUMS301

Language-acquisition papers
MAOR 110, 111, 112, 206, 211, 212, 311, 312
CHIN 131, 132, 231, 232, 250, 334, 335
FREN 105, 131, 132, 232, 233, 333, 334, 335, 336
GERM 131, 132, 230, 231, 331, 334, 335
JAPA 131, 132, 231, 232, 331, 332, 334
SPAN 131, 132, 231, 232, 233, 331, 332

Regional and Career-pathway papers
A wide-range of approved papers from Humanities, Commerce and Science (over 200 papers), grouped according to:

1. Regional focus (Asia, Pacific, Europe) and
2. Career/employment pathways in the following career-pathway areas:
- Communication
- Creative industries
- Government and public administration
- Environment and sustainability
- Human security and development
- Teaching and learning
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The key factors of our Global Studies programme (i.e., the Otago “special quality”) are:

1. the individual mentorship that our students will receive (which starts with course-advising, 
on-going support over the years, and continues all the way to their practicum/internship 
experience in their final year) and
2. the wide-range and flexibility of our pathways, allowing different combinations in the degree 
structure - we link mentorship/pastoral care with rigorous course advising and planning. 
3. a course of studies ideally suited for a double major especially in the BA, but also in the BASc
and BCom. For those who can/want to commit to a longer period of studies the Double Degree 
with LLB is another option.

The CAREER pathway samples online show you how we achieve such "guided freedom."

Do you want to know more? 

1. explore the website https://www.otago.ac.nz/globalstudies
2. get in touch with the Global Studies Director - Email global.studies@otago.ac.nz



GLBL101    Introduction to 
Intercultural Communication

Interaction between people from diverse cultural 
backgrounds has never been greater than in today’s 
interconnected and globalised world. There is a high 
demand for skilled individuals who can interact 
effectively with people from diverse linguistic and 
cultural backgrounds and perform successfully in the 
competitive, global marketplace. GLBL101 prepares 
students for the pressing need to develop knowledge, 
skills and attitudes necessary for intercultural 
communicative competence and responsible, global 
citizenship.

Understanding communication across cultures: 
communication styles, interpersonal 
relationships and intercultural competency.
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Environmental challenges, from natural disasters to 
intensive farming, from genetic engineering to 
pollution, know no national boundaries. They call 
for global action. However, different cultures 
diverge, and even radically disagree, when it comes 
to respond to the environmental predicament of 
our age. Students will critically interrogate diverse 
perspectives on contemporary environmental 
concerns by meeting with various stakeholders in 
the community and developing research projects of 
relevance to both the students and the community.

GLBL201/301               Cultures of the Environment

A critical examination of the concept of 
environment (nature) from a cross-cultural 
perspective, with focus on sustainability, 
environmental justice, and conservation.



GLBL201/301               Cultures of the Environment
https://www.facebook.com/OtagoHumanities/photos/pcb.4461987150588326/4461942753926099
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Digital storytelling is on the rise: everyone has a story to 
tell. But who is listening and why? How are stories told 
in different languages and in different cultures around 
the world? 
In this paper we examine the power of stories by 
looking at how they originate in particular cultural
contexts and by examining the ways in which stories 
both interpret and transform our world. You will learn 
old and new forms of storytelling from multicultural and 
cross-cultural perspectives and you will craft your own 
“global” story.

An exploration of the power of storytelling from a 
cross-cultural perspective: fantasy, fairy tales, and 
digital narratives and how they interpret and 
change the world.

GLBL202/302       A World of Stories: 
Global Storytelling in the Digital Age
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GLBL 303 is an applied research/practicum 
paper focusing on a project in line with the 
students’ selected pathways in their Global 
Studies major. Students develop a semester-
long project which may also involve internship 
and/or volunteering work. The project will 
focus on a particular location/organisation and 
may be conducted within Aotearoa/New 
Zealand or abroad.

GLBL303         Applied Research/Practicum Paper
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Christchurch Resettlement Services (CRS)

CRS is a non-profit organisation based in Christchurch, New Zealand, created in 1992 with the aim to help 

families from refugee-backgrounds adjust and settle into life in New Zealand. Originally CRS provided three 

main services: Bilingual community work, Social work and English language classes, with childcare support. 

Over the years CRS has developed and added support services to people of migrant and refugee 

backgrounds. In 2019 they included additional services of: Health Promotion, Culturally and Linguistically 

Diverse (CALD) counselling and support services to those affected by the March 15th mosque attacks.



What did I do while working at CRS?
• Admin i.e. filing and the brochure project

• Women’s health day

• Ladies only exercise classes

• Interviews/conversation with CRS employees – Inspiration for my project : )



My Project: Aotearoa and 
Refugees

• Refining my project

• Three-part report

- The NZ refugee quota

- Issues with resettlement 

(language barriers, work equivalency and 

children’ adjustment)

- A perspective poem
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GLBL201 and GLBL202 sharing time
































